
BOARD OF CIVIL AUTHORITY 

MEETING MINUTES 

SEPTEMBER 3, 2020 

 

1. CLERK OPEN MEETING – The September 3, 2020 Board of Civil Authority Meeting was opened by  

Town Clerk, Noreen Labrecque at 6:00 PM.   Those present:  Frank Sawicki, Jr, Gregory D. Noyes, 

Haven Haynes, Jr. (Selectboard), Martha Allen, Michael Daley, Fern Owen-Brown, Irving Cullivan, 

Judith Masson( Justices of the Peace), Dennis Johnson, Diana Rancourt (Listers), Brian Fogg 

(Appraiser hired by Town), Peter Crossett (via Zoom, Representative for Central Rivers Power) 

2. OATH OF OFFICE – All Justices and Selectboard members signed their individual oaths.  

3. ELECT A CHAIRPERSON – Martha Allen nominated Haven Hayens, Jr. as Chairman for this BCA 

Hearing.   Judith Masson seconded the nomination.  No other nominations were given.   Haven 

Haynes, Jr. accepted the nomination.  

4. INFORM ALL THAT THE MEETING WILL BE RECORDED 

5. LISTERS BRIEF INTRODUCTION – Dennis Johnson explained the listers had received an appraisal 

via the State Dept of Property Valuation and Review in May which decreased the value for 

Central Power from $4,115,000.00 to $2,127,810.00, a 22% decrease in the total Grand List.   

The listers reached out to PVR about this significant decrease and were advised to have the 

Town hire an appraiser and recommended Brian Fogg for the job.  The Listers got approval from 

the Selectboard.   Dennis then presented the BCA board with Exhibit A which included the 

correspondence with Deanna Robitaille,  PVR District Advisor for Canaan which contains her 

recommendation to send Central Rivers Power a change of appraisal back to the original 

$4,115,000.00 on July 23, 2020 since the listers had not lodged the 2020 Grand List because of 

the missing information from Central Rivers Power.    Exhibit B shows the reduced value for 

Central Rivers Power, Exhibit C shows the original value which was reset back to the 2018 

appraisal and Exhibit D is the Appraisal set by Brian Fogg, Exhibit E shows the Central Rivers 

Power appraised value of $2,690,625.00 for the Hydro Station plus the land value and site 

improvements and multiplied by the CLA of 1.1268%.      

6. APPELLANT PRESENT CASE – Peter Crossett was representative for the appellant Central Rivers 

Power via Zoom.   He stated that he sent all his evidence in the letter to the Town Clerk which is 

identical to what was presented to the Listers at the Grievance Hearing.   He stated that his 

client, Central Powers River does not wish to be involved in any litigation.   The Company just 

wants to pay their fair share of taxes based on the Fair Market Value.  The Canaan Facility was a 

part of a large acquisition from Eversource after Eversource divested their portfolio in the State 

of New Hampshire.   The Canaan Hydro is a very small hydro with just 1.1 MW rated capacity.  

(See attached letter from Mr. Crossett for details).   Peter stated the company was not aware 

that PVR 4004 form had not been submitted for several years which was a surprise to them.   It 

was submitted it in a timely fashion.   He stated that in June there was communication between 

CRP and PVR with the value within $300,000+/_ of the CRP value which seemed reasonable to 

them.   Then later that month the company received a change of appraisal notice from the Town 

of Canaan Listers that brought the value back up to the $4,000,000+ value.   He is not sure how 

this change came about since original time to appeal had expired, but it was at that point that 



they appealed to the Listers.   He stated that this change apparently had something to do with 

the State PVR asking for 10 years of data from CRP for the plant but since CRP only owned it for 

1 year that is the only data they were able to supply PVR with.   PVR felt this was insufficient 

filing and that is why the listers were able to change the value to the last value received for that 

plant.   Prior to the grievance with the listers, CRP went back to the prior owners and asked for 

the information required by PVR and did submit it.   He is unsure how using a cost approach that 

high value ($4,115,600) has any relevance to the required information submitted to PVR.     

7. LISTERS RESPOND TO APPELLANT – Brian Fogg (appraiser hired by the Town) presented the 

response for the Listers.   He explained that he was hired by the town on or about August 11th to 

do a preliminary value of the plant simply because there was no specific information from the 

company.   The plan was to acquire information that was available publicly and to develop an 

appraisal with that information.     The three traditional methods of value which are the income 

approach, sales approach and the cost approach.  Those three are considered when appraising 

an income property like Central Rivers Power.  With this appraisal, Mr. Fogg went back on the 

public information from Eversource (prior owner) as far as he felt he needed to and Eversource 

has a Form 1 that they file with the Fed. Regulatory Agency which they provide annual 

generation of the facility which go back into the 1980s and further.   He did tabulate that data, 

but that data only took him to the end of 2017 which is when Eversource sold the plant.  This is 

why the appraisal he did is preliminary.   The 2018-2019 is not filed because the new entity is 

not required to file that information anymore.   He does have the ability to do a sale’s   

comparative to today and there is a robust number of hydro facility sales of all sizes to use.  His 

study in the report generated was using 126 sales.  Eversource being a regulated utility was 

compelled to sell their assets because the State of New Hampshire was going to pass a law 

requiring them to sell the assets.   He used Green Mt Power as a subject property in his study 

since they were a large power company who bought up several smaller power companies.   He 

incorporated the sales comparison approach and the income analysis in his appraisal and the 

only thing that isn’t current is the generation report and operating expenses from Eversource.  

He does have operation expenses that cover over 200 facilities that he used.  Brian concluded a 

combined Fair Market Value on both sides of the river at $3,075,000.00 and he concluded that 

87.5% of that value was allocated to Canaan and 12.5% to Stewartstown, NH.   That puts the 

valuation in Canaan at $2,690,625.00 including the land.   He did take into consideration spare 

part (which he deducted from his valuation) of $10,000.00.   Additionally, the CLA, land and site 

improvements will need to be added into the total assessment which is approximately 112% for 

a total value of $3,035,200.   

8. QUESTIONS FROM BCA MEMBERS –  

1. Judith Masson asked the Listers who they were referring to when they talked about their 

“supervisor”?   Dennis Johnson answered, Deanna Robitaille who is Canaan’s District Advisor 

from Property Valuation and Review.  

2. Judith asked what the term ‘generation’ mean?  - Brian answered that it is the power that 

makes electricity.  As a follow up she asked what the generation of 1 Megawatt would be?  

Brian answered Megawatt measures the amount of power a facility generated in one year in 

terms of Mega Watt or kilowatts.    Peter answered that as an example 1 MW facility would 

generate 876 MW per year.  Peter added that a facility never generates that amount and it 

only generates with a certain demand.  The generation that gets reported is only the 



number of hours the facility is actually generating power.    A facility would only get 

revenues for the amount power it generates.   There is also a capacity market and would 

also potentially get revenues for capacity as well.  Brian added that Canaan Hydro is eligible 

through NH PEC and by an entity called Low Impact Hydro Power Institute to sell power as a 

third stream of revenue.   Brian was not sure if the new owner has taken to opportunity to 

sell any power, but the approval would mean that Brian would consider that income in his 

analysis. Peter added that he feels better about the appeal knowing that there has been 

some analysis done by the appraiser to come up with a value.  Aesthetically he added there 

seems to be some fair treatment and felt that turning to a Comp Sales approach is a 

reasonable analysis.   Peter felt that the $3,000,000 for a single watt facility is not an 

accurate analysis.   Although Eversource was forced to divest there was a competitive 

process involved and there were multiple bidders and since Central Rivers Power was 

chosen, he considers that sale price to be market value which is a little over $2,000,000.  

Peter then stated that with Central Powers value of $2,000,000+ and the Towns value of 

$4,000,000+/_  he would be willing to accept a value of $2,800,000.00 and revisit the 

appraisal again next year once the company has a full year under its belt.  He added that 

with any appraisal there is always room for negotiation so if the BCA would consider a value 

within 5%-10% of Brian’s value he feels his client would be satisfied with that.    

9. CLERK TO COLLECT ALL EVEDENCE PRESENTED – Noreen Labrecque collected all evidence 

presented.  

10. CHAIRMAN TO APPONT INSPECTION COMMITTEE – Chairman Haven Haynes, Jr. asked for 

volunteers for the inspection committee.   Martha Allen, Fern Owen and Michael Daley 

volunteered.  Chairman Haven Haynes, Jr. appointed Martha Allen, Fern Owen and Michael 

Daley for the Inspection Committee.   They will contact Peter Crossett to set up an inspection 

time.  

11. CHAIRMAN TO ADJOURN MEETING – Motion was made by Martha Allen and seconded by Judith 

Masson to adjourn the September 3, 2020 BCA Meeting.   Chairman Haven Haynes, Jr. 

adjourned the meeting at 7:35PM.   

 


